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ABSTRACT 
Indian economy is undergoing a transformational 
modification within a previous couple of decades that 
result in the need for reforms in the tax system in India. 
Within the era of accelerating globalisation,it is terribly 
crucial to own economical and efficient tax structure to 
extend revenue, cut back economic distortions, and 
making competitive economic surroundings. Within the 
advanced tax machinery in Bharat, the foremost 
problems in tax reforms square measure Simplifying 
quality in the present tax system, reducing multiple 
layers of tax levy and tax collection value, suggesting 
ways in which to get eliminate tax evasions. With the 
need for on top of tax reforms, a proposal for imposition 
of single tax known as Bank Transaction Tax (BTT) was 
projected. The present paper is an appraisal of the 
imposition of Bank Transaction Tax in Bharat. The paper 
makes an attempt to review the challenges and 
opportunities to the govt. For the sensible implications of 
BTT further as its impact on salaried people and business 
and business. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Indian economy is undergoing a transformational 
modification among a previous couple of decades that 
end in the requirement of reforms in the tax system in the 
Asian nation. Among the time of fast globalization,it is 
very crucial to possess AN efficient and economical tax 
structure to increase revenue, reduce economic 
distortions and creating competitive economic 
surroundings. Kautilya’s Arthashastra recommends a 
healthy state treasury. It is vital tothe results of economic 
development depend on that to the huge extent.  
In GB, there ar twenty 9 million income-tax payers but 
the number of references filed with the state 
Supremecourt is barely around thirty in a very year. In 
The Asian nation there are, entirely seven million 
income-tax payers but vary of references filed in our 
High Courts is over  6000 a year. These figures mirror 
the tremendous public discontent with the quality of the 
law and business enterprise administration. This shows 
that quality of the current tax needs to be compelled to 

be avoided.1 In the difficult tax machinery in Asian 
nation tax reform is that they would love to degree hour. 
The major issues in tax reforms are simplifying quality  
 
in the present tax system, reducing multiple layers of tax 
levy and grouping worth, suggesting ways in which to 
urge obviate tax evasions. With the need for beyond tax 
reforms, a proposal for imposition of tax called BTT was 
projected. 
  
The proposal for one tax is not a fresh arrange. Thefirst 
time France initiated the idea of imposition of the tax. 
However in the nineteenth century, Canada and North 
American nation conjointly mentioned tax and in 1990′s, 
Brazil put together projected tax in a very new format, as 
BTT.  
 
In the Asiannation, the proposal for Bank cash dealing 
tax was introduced among the taking into consideration 
the year 2005-06 with the target to displace the 
generation of black money from Indian economy. 
However, the proposal was controversial and faced 
torrential criticism. The proposal of tax yet again rebirth 
once a few years and exaggerated once PM Narendra 
Modi aforesaid, the present taxation system may be a 
burden on the common man. There is a necessity to 
introduce a fresh system. The present paper may be an 
appraisal of the imposition of BTT in the Asian nation. 
This paper is an appraisal of the imposition of Bank 
group action Tax in the Asian nation. The paper makes 
an effort to review the challenges and opportunities to the 
government for the smart implications of BTT likewise 
as its impact on salaried individuals, business and trade. 

2. BTT  PROPOSAL 

  The details of proposal are here given below: 

 Withdrawal of existing Taxation System 
completely (except customs i.e. import duties). 

 Every Transaction routed through a bank will 
attract certain deduction in appropriate 
percentage as Transaction Tax i.e. Single point 
tax deducted at source. (Given 2 %). This 
deduction is to be effected on receiving/credit 
accounts only. 
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 This deducted amount will be credited to 
different Government levels like Central, State 
and Local at certain appropriate proportion. 

 Transacting Bank will also have its share of this 
amount for facilitating and acting as key agent 
(about 17.5%). 

 Withdrawal of High denomination currency 
(like 100, 500 &1000 Rs note). 

 Cash transactions will not attract any 
transaction tax. 

 Government should make legal provisions to 
restrict cash transactions up to a certain limit 
(given Rs. 2000) 

The proposal can be summarized as that everyone has to 
use credit and debit cards for transactions of higher 
value, and it would be taxedat 2%. The receiving party 
would be taxed, and the revenue would be sent to the 
government with the banking intermediary keeping some 
proportion. To eliminate black money, high 
denomination notes would be eliminated. 

A. Critical Appraisal of BTT: 
 

a. Infrastructural necessity: (Challenges Ahead) 
• The basis for proposed accomplishing is a bank. Within 
India, coffer assimilation is not even beyond all states; 
UP has one annex per 20000 adults admitting Delhi has 
one annex per 8000 adults about Chandigarh has 
minimum numbers of adults 3000 per annex while 
Manipur is accomplished crowed by 33000 adults per 
branch. 

• The proposed arrangement requires affective humans to 
abstain cardboard bill and use added cheques, debit 
cards, net cyberbanking,etc. which can bind banknote 
affairs to the ample extent. 

• There is charge to advance an accurate cyber banking 
transaction arrangement area present bearings is that 60 
percent of humans do not accept a coffer annual in our 
country. 

• In the present book of accretion cyber crime, the 
assurance and aegis of cyber banking arrangement 
become a challenge, if Government switches to BTT as 
the alone antecedent of revenue. 

• In the proposed regime, the role of Enforcement 
Directorate and Financial Intelligence Unit will become 
basic because any slippage of affairs will cause accident 
of acquirement to Government 

b. Opportunities  

• Implementation of BTT would abridge India’s 
complicated tax system. 

• It could as well annihilate the charge to set up several 
layers of government accouterment active to aggregate 
taxes. 

• It will change the arrangement of transacting from 
banknote affairs and abet the humans to a cheque 
abridgement that increases accountability. 

• It will abate circuitous and abate affidavit and 
eliminates the affairs of tax evasion, manipulations and 
fraud. 

• The BTT would advise action atramentous money, 
money bed-making as top amount affairs could be 
baffled through banks only 

• It will advance the fair tax habits a part of the people. 

• It is affected that accomplishing of BTT will access tax 
acquirement to Rs 15 lakh crore as analyze to about Rs 
10 lakh crore currently. 

c. Limitations 
• The coffer transaction tax is a collapsed tax – thereby 
getting regressive. “BTT has no affiliation with either the 
asset bulk or the assets akin to the getting answerable – 
getting a collapsed tax” (Supratim Basu of FTI). 

 
• Levy of tax at the bulk aboveof the affluent and the poor 
will widen the asperity gap. 

• BTT is an individual tax that is affected to alter all taxes 
imposed by the Central, Accompaniment and added 
borough corporations in India and acquirement is 
proposed to be aggregate amid Centre, Accompaniment 
and the bounded government. Anniversary 
accompaniment in India is different and the anniversary 
has its own banking requirements and is amenable for 
managing its own finances. However, beneath the 
proposal, RBI will be amenable for assurance of Coffer 
Transaction Tax; state’s ability not accepts any say in the 
assurance of the coffer transaction tax. Imposition of 
BTT takes abroad the ability of the accompaniment to 
administer its own banking affair. 

• The BTT as well produces a bottomward aftereffect on 
the bread-and-butter action as echo affairs to complete an 
individual action would advance to assorted levies. 
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• Also if the banknote is affective aural assorted accounts 
of aforementioned ancestors (for e.g. Father is 
appointment bulk to his son’s or daughter’s account) 
again the aforementioned bulk will be answerable a tax 
at assorted levels. 

• The able like charted accountants, tax attorneys may as 
well argue BTT as their business will ache due to the 
description of the tax system. 

• A tax is not alone an antecedent for adopting 
acquirement for the government but as well an apparatus 
to access consumption, accessible health, bread-and-
butter conditions, or any such matter. To abate the 
burning of articles accepting an adverse appulse on 
accessible bloom or bread-and-butter ambiance like of 
tobacco and related product government burden 
abundant aberrant tax beneath the accepted regime. At 
the time above, taxes on assertive articles are either Nil 
or exempted, which seems to be about not accessible 
with BTT proposal. 

• In adjustment to balk coffer transaction tax, companies 
may move their transaction hub out of India, and ability 
wish to about-face to adopted banks. 

• There may be actualization of alongside systems such 
as bargain barter or ambidextrous in other transaction 
systems such as gold, etc 

• There may be desperate accouterment in the 
abridgement such as companies will be switching from 
alien acquirement of raw actual against aboriginal 
accomplishment to abate amount of coffer affairs and 
save tax. 

B. Practical implications of BTT 
 
a. Impact on Business and Industry 

The implications of BTT are presented in the aloft table 
by demography academic figures. The accumulation 
allowance on altered artefact varies from industry to 
industry. The Table I revels that that articles accepting 
bottom accumulation allowance are accountable to 
burdened with college amount as artefact with 
accumulation allowance of 5% pays tax at the amount 
42%, artefact with accumulation allowance of 10% pays 
tax at the amount 22%, artefact with accumulation 
allowance of 20% pays tax at the amount 12% area as 
articles with accumulation allowance of 50%, 100% and 
200% pays tax in the amount of 6% , 4% and 3% 
respectively. 

Table I Accumulation Allowance on different Articles 

 

Source: Self Composed, C.P. Cost price, S.P. Selling 
Price 

To assay the association of BTT more, absolute abstracts 
of altered companies is taken. The sample of three ample 
cap companies, three baby cape companies and two mid 
cap companies listed on BSE is studied. The aloft table 
present their net assets earned [1], accumulation afore tax 
[2], absolute tax for the year 2012-13 [4], able tax 
amount on accumulation as per accepted arrangement 
[5], as able-bodied as able tax amount on accumulation 
as per BTT [10]. 

Table II Companies Breeding Top Allotment of Accumulation on Their Assets 
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(Source-official websites of different companies F. Y. 2013-14) 

Gross receipt of revenue is calculated by the formula- 

   Gross receipt   =   Net income +   opening debtors   +   
closing debtors 

  (Assumed that most of the sales are made on credit 
basis) 

• The table shows that companies breeding top allotment 
of accumulation on their assets like ITC (33.6%), TCS 
(31.0%), Ajanta Pharma (17.3%) are paying bottom tax 
with BTT arrangement alone 6 to 11% of their 
accumulation as analyze to accepted tax anatomy which 
is about 30% of the profit. 

• Whereas, companies accepting bottom accumulation 
allowance like Appolo Tyre (5.5%),ONGC(3.5%), 
ESCORT(2.2%) will be paying tax at a college amount 
of 35.9%, 58.0%, 93.4% respectively. 

Thus, companies with low accumulation allowance will 
be apparent to added tax accountability, and top 
accumulation allowance companies will pay tax with the 
actual balmy able tax rate. 

• The aggregation BLUE STAR incurred accident during 
FY 2013-14. Practically no tax imposed as per accepted 

arrangement but back BTT is imposed on acquirement 
becoming the aggregation will accept to pay the tax. 
Thus, accident authoritative affair will go in added 
accident because of the top tax burden. 

Assumptions: The abstracts in the table and calculations 
are accountable to afterward assumptions: 

1. Only assets from bacon is taken for adding of tax as 
able-bodied as It is affected that an alone is availing tax 
exemptions as per sec 80(C) and sec 24 (B) of Assets Tax 
Act 1968 to abstain complication of calculations and 
authoritative it calmly understandable. 

2. It is affected that an allocation of bacon is paid as some 
binding allowances thatare not taxable in accepted assets 
tax law. 

3. A tax is affected as per the Assets tax slab for the FY 
2013-14. 

• The Assets Tax is paid by individuals about on Salaries, 
House Rent and Other Incomes accountable to some 
exemptions. 

 

Table III 
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Impact on individuals 

 

Source: Self Composed. The abstracts of the aloft table are hypothetical. 

The assay of Table III acutely reveals that as per the 
absolute tax arrangement those who are earning top are 
imposed to college tax about in proposed BTT 
arrangement the amount of taxation charcoal connected 
for all. Hence, those earning top bacon are analogously 
paying actual beneath tax as compared to low bacon 
earner. 

In the present tax anatomy Assets, Tax is paid on the 
profits of the manufacturing, account providers and 
trading association accountable to an aggregation of 
allowances, disallowances, abatement and additions. 
Those entities that do not accept profits or incomes do 
not pay taxes and is accelerating in nature. 

However, the aloft assay proclaims that BTT is an astern 
tax administration as added tax is imposed on the poorer 
area of the association as analyze to richers. A tax in 
which the poorer (or beneath wealthy) sections of 
association pay the aforementioned allotment as the 
wealthy, is base (25 per cent of a poor person’s assets 
getting taken abroad harms him far added than 25 per 
cent of the affluent man’s assets getting taken away). 

Thus, it seems that proposed tax administration BTT is 
adjoined the assize of Equity. 

3. CONCLUSION 

At last, it can be assured that tax reforms are charge of 
the hour but angle for tax reforms which includes 
abolishment of absolute taxes and bit-by-bit allowance to 
BTT issuffers from abounding limitations and 
challenges., this tax would accept a college appulse on 
the poorer and average chic households, rather than the 
richer households, who would be able to pay for planning 
added efficiently. 

There are abounding issues which are clear in the angle 
like cachet of Double Taxation acceding with altered 
countries, after coffer lending, cachet of the business 
houses which are acting as allowance houses, banal 
brokers, or any added business which receives money on 
account of their chump etc. 

There accept been abstracts with such tax beforehand in 
Australia, Argentina, and Brazil area such collapsed tax 
anatomy served as an acting acquirement booster but had 
to be eventually abolished, therefore an actual abundant 
background and able-bodied authentic ascendancy 
accouterment is appropriate afore such a migration. 
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